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A, Statement of Thesis i
B, Statement of Purpose
I
1,
To give contrasting conceptions of characters,
audiences, authors, and to evaluate them according to literary
I
standards.
G* Statement of Method of Attack
,
1, Part one will be the consideration or exhibition
of character ' s remarks
,
2, Part two will be an analysis of female characters,!
3, Part three will be an interpretation of the evi-
dence, and also v/ill be composed of conclusions drawn in regard
|
to authors’ views sind those of the audiences,
PART ONE ^
II Remarks of Characters on Womanhood and Individual Women.
A, Greene’s Comedies
I
1, "Alphonsus of Arragon” i
a, Alphonsus’ willingness to fight with a wo- '
man; and to boss woman. i
b, Carlnus’ attitude that women must be wooed, i
c, Iphigina’s warlike concept of womanhood (al-|
so Fausta’ s )
.
2, '’Orlando Furlosa" i
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b, Orlando’s later disavowal of this belief an
his return to it again.
c. The contrasting attitude of others in this
play e.g., Orgalio and the Soldan of Egypt.
3. "George A. Greene"
a. George’s craving for Bettris
b. Jane a. Barley incident, which insists on
chastity as higher than love, is an example of idealism in
Greene
.
4. "James The Fourth"
a. Ateukin’s cynicism concerning Ida is shat-
tered.
5. "Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay"
^
a. Margret’s idea of "Marriage or no Market"
is revealed.
b. This concept is contrasted to her friend
Jon€?s .
c. Warren’s favorable comment--" To see the na
ture of woman, etc."
6.




1. Unfavorable contrast to Greene in number and quc
ity of remarks on wom.en.
2. Words of praise are rare and grudgingly given.
1. A.B. Grosart Edition Vol. XIII "Friar Bacon" LI 2087
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e.g. Savourwit in "No Wit Like A V/oman" Act II
Sc ii LI 171, Comment on "Lady Tv/ilight."
3, Lady Twilight expresses highest concept of Woman-
hood. "Love is a Mother’s duty, etc."
4, The foregoing is contrasted to almost typical
cynical Middletonian rem.arks
.
a. Sebastian’s remarks in "The V/itch" e.g. Act I
Sc 11 LI 112 A. H. Bullen Vol V.
h. The Knight’s comment on the determination in
desire of the Jeweler’s V/ife in "The Phoenix" Act I Sc V LI 36
A. H. Bullen Vol. I.
c. Jeweler’s Wife’s own lack of faith in v/oman-
hood, etc. Act V Sc 1 LI ’247.
5. Allwit’s use of wife’s charms, in "Chaste Maid"
to support self and family (sale to Lord) cf . Knaveshy and the
Captain of "The Phoenix" (similar situations).!
6. Palso’s purpose of using his niece for incest.
1.
Her refusal.




The Female Characters Analyzed.
.
Greene’s Comedies
1. Iphigina, "Alphonsus of Arragon"
,
is a "war-like
but above seduction of power and v/ealth.
2. Fausta, nagging, shrewish woman.
3. Angelica, "Orlando Furiosa"
,
a model woman; hu-
1. Act II Sc 111 LI 33 "The Phoenix".
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mility, self sacrifice, her chief qualities.
4. Bettris, "George A. Greene", also not to he led
astray by wealth etc; a poor man’s daughter who v/ishes to marry
for love.
5, Margret, "Friar Bacon"
a. Marriage or No Market for this maid. I
b. Along lines of Angelica with more English
touches
.
6. Ida, "James The Fourth", intelligent, courageous,
sermonizing girl.
7. Lady Anderson, "James The Fourth", one instance
in these plays of the way^vard v/ife.
a. Yet she too, regrets her actions.
8. Dorothea, "James The Fourth",
1. Submissive self sacrificing qualities of
Angelica.
2. Courageous.
3. Finest of Greene’s female characters.
9. Comment on high type of Greene’s women.
B. Middleton’s Comedies
1. Contrast with Greene’s feminine characters.
a. Fewer noble women.
2. "The Witch"
a. The Duchess
1. A terrible ruthless woman.
2. The worst of Middleton’s depraved fe-
mininity.
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b, Francis ca, sensual, pregnant, possessed of vul-
gar humor, and effrontery,
c, Isabella, naive, loyal, wife .( Puritanical
)
3, "Mayor of Queenborough"
a. Castlza, sworn virgin, loyal, religious, likable
b, Roxena possessed of colossal effrontery, sensual
guileful, without conscience, a murderer, social climber,
4 , " The Phoenix
"
a. Jeweler’s Wife - Light o’ love, hirer of gigolo
("Her effectual Pleasure"), duper of husband, robber of husband,
without shame, frank in her dishonesty,
5, "The Family of Love"“Marla, intelligent, capable de-
fender of her love over all philosophy. She is philosophically
amoral, but fimdamentally chaste,
a. Yet she succumbs to lover’s advances -- becomes
pregnant,
b. Her situation is unfortunately burlesqued,
6,
"Blurt, Master Constable"
a, Violetta, well balanced, intelligent, chaste,
courageous, a loyal wife, lover of her husband, willing to hu-
which is
miliate herself for his love. She is the type^a contrast to
"Ophelia" of Hamlet, in that neither brother or friends can
prevent or delay her marriage or love affair,
b, Imperia
—
professional whore, vulgar, cynical,
yet an admirer of Violetta’s fineness, noble enough to restore '
Fontlnelle to his fine wife.
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7, Miscellaneous characters
a. "Duchess" in "More Dissemblers Besides Women"
-
j
loyal to dead husband, breaks away but once more returns to vov/
i^
b. Lady Twilight - nice old mother, protector of pro-
digal son, believes and practices principle "love is a Mother *s
duty". ("Anything For a Quiet Life"),
c. The triumvirate of "kept" women bargains.
1. Mrs. Allwit contented in her kept situation.
2* Mrs. Knavesby confounds her husband and her
buyer by a ruse, (She pretends to the lord who would buy her
;
sexual charms that she will do anything for him if he will only
get the lord’s "page" for her. This ruse wins safety for her.)
2. Castlza, of "The Phoenix", Captain’s wife,
when charms sire sold, refuses to take part in agreement. Naive*
ly protects her wayward husband after his sale of her—loyal
but naive.
8, Comment that there are a fev/ noble characters in these
comedies of Middleton but the depraved far outnumber them,
PART THREE
|
Final Analysis and Conclusions
A, Great vsirlance in type of remarks and characters in
Greene and Middleton,
1, Middleton’s ideas in presentation of character and!
i
in comments far less ideal,
|
B, Greene admittedly portrays beautiful female characters,;
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remarks in his plays thus negating those remarks as evidence
against Greene,
1. Characters who are fine answers to cynical impli-
cations are - Dorothea of "James The Fourth", Margret of "Friar
Bacon and Friar Bimgay", Ida of "James the Fourth", and Angel-*
ica of "Orlando Furiosa", !
D, Middleton* s unusual featured female characters are not
ideal
.
1* Types are the professional whore; \mregretful, I
well poised, pregnant women; cruel and domineering women, faith-
less wives. Almost all are highly sensual.
E, Professional whores not strongly censured,
1, Imperia of "Blurt, Master Constable", revealed as
possessed of good qualities.
2, Courtesans in "Mad World, My Masters", and in "A
Trick to Catch The Old One" are regarded as clever, reso\n*ce-
ful women, not as immoral,
F, Pregnant, unmarried v/oman*3 presentation by Middleton I
indefensible.
;
1, Francisca*s rough hvimor, her burlesque of her own
condition ('The Witch" ) . ;
2, Maria, intelligent, high spirited, sensitive girlj,
is burlesqued because of her pregnantc cndition ("Family of Love")
G, Middleton* s deserving punishment of guileful, iron- !
nerved, shameless, murderous Roxena in "The Mayor of Queenbor- ;
ough"
,
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IH, Brunt of Middleton censure falls on citizens* wives.
|
1.
Jeweler *s Wife castigated by Phoenix in "The
Phoenix" Act V Sc 1 LI 235.
2,








I, Middleton evidently failed to sympathize with depravedj
femininity.
J, He does sympathize with his own noble women, Violetta
and Castiza,
1. Comments of Imperia and rakes in her house of ill
fame reveal Middleton’s own admiration in their admiration of
fine Violetta.
2. Roxena’s death as a penalty for her work against
j
Castiza is Middleton *s method of avenging the death of one of
his noble characters.
j
K. The Duchess of "The Witch", the cruellest most power- '
ful, ambitious, most cold blooded woman of Middleton’s comedie$.
1, Her exposure. i
2, Her salvation through Elizabethan convention of
I
tragi-comedy.
L. Middleton’s superfluity of loose women prevent his
|
ranking high as an artist in the sense of portrayer of "The
I
True" and "The Beautiful". i
1, His women are not true to life.
|
2, They are not beautiful.
j
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A. Author *s Views on Womanhood as Affected by Audience
1. Robert Greene *s reputation as a literary opportunistjl,
p




2. Helene Bvillock and C, M, Gayley dispute over charac-||
ter of Elizabethan audience. !




3. Difference between romantic ideology of Greene *s
time and the realistic attitude of Middleton's time is respon-
sible to some extent for the variance of the two playwrights'
concepts of womanhood.
B, The Ranking of Greene and Middleton as Artists in Theii
Portrayal of Women
1, Greene must be ranked as a great artist irrespective
of the question of the attitude of his audience.
a. He must have had a high literary philosophy.
b. The best of his time in portraying women.
2, Middleton fails as an artist because of his failure
to portray "The True" and "The Beautiful".
I ^
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Contrasting Conceptions of Womanhood In
the comedies of Thomas Middleton and
Robert Greene
INTRODUCTION
Thomas Middleton began writing comedies less than a decade
t:
after the death of Robert Greene, and many of his comedies were
written no more than two decades after those of his predecessorj,
Middleton is recognized as a leader of the realistic school;
and Greene, who vn^ote in the days just before Shakespeare, and
one who came into actual contact with the Bard of Avon, is out-^
standing as a playwright of romantic inclinations. Naturally,
in the treatment of women, these two dramatists should show de-!
I
II
cided differences. The value, however, of these writers’ con-
|
I
tributlons is not truly indicated by the terms "romantic" or I
ji
"realist". Fidelity to life, to artistic concepts such as
truth, and beauty, can be attained in either school. Therefore!
i:
the purpose of this analysis of these two authors, viz., "The [
Contrasting Conceptions of V/omanhopd in the Comedies of Thomas I.
i
Middleton and Robert Greene", is not to establish either author,
in the schools of literary thought, but rather to evaluate j:
their contributions in reference to the truth and the beauty !,
I,
of their female characters and conceptions. Also, the worth
|
of these two writers is not my only purpose, but I shall try !
to indicate the audience’s attitude toward these playwrights i
i.
presentations.
"Contrasting Conceptions" in this analysis signifies not
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only the ideas of the playwrights themselves, but also ideas
presented by characters in the plays irrespective of the drama-
tists’ approval. The ideas of the characters in plays are of-
ten without the endorsement of the writer, and such ideas have
value when we consider that the purpose of remarks of that type
may be to please the audience. If remarks are cynical and las-
civious, even though the author shows no approval of such com-
ments, we can assume with some probability that the audience
has a liking for them.
In considering the author’s viewpoint, the most definite
point of attack is the study of the characters, and in this
work, the discussion of female characters. Also, v/e may find
characters who reflect, not the author’s viewpoint, but the au-
dience’s craving.
So the subject matter of this work will be first of all,
a presentation of the characters’ ideas on women, the analysis
of the female characters themselves, and a final summation and
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The Remarks and Ideas of Womanhood-
Made by the Characters
Greene’s comedies are not replete with sententious lines
which may he quoted verbatim in regard to womanhood; but char-
acters, in speaking of women as individuals, often utter re-
marks which easily can be universalized, and evidently Greene
meant that the audience should universalize at times , In this
section, we are dealing with the ideas of the characters them-
selves. Some of the comments will be universal; others I will
universalize, and then justify my stand.
In "Alphonsus of Arragon", the action comes to an impasse
when Alphonsus refuses the proposal of marriage made by Iphi-
gina. Carinus, Alphonsus' father, in attempting to conciliate
his son, expresses a few very trite but true remarks on the
subject of the contrariness of women in love.^
"What, know you not that castles are not won.
At first assault, and women are not wooed
When first their suitors nK)ffer love to them?
As for my part, I should account that maid
A wanton wench, unconstant lewd and light
That yields the field before she venture fight."
Carinus is not alone in this opinion. Iphigina also be-
lieves that women should be expected to show reserve in such a
2
situation. She says to sympathetic Carinus:
1. LI. 1987 Act V Alphonsus of Arragon Edition by A.B.Grosart
Vol. XIII.
2. LI. 2021 Act V.
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“Pardon, dear lord, the world goes very hard
,
When womankind are forced for to woo,"
ji
il
Iphigina’ s complaint is not entirely justified, for on thej|
I
battlefield where Iphigina was more interested in taking Al- !
phonsus’ life than his love, Alphonsus had abruptly offered !
marriage. His protestation of love meets a chiding answer:^
j;
"We came to fight and not to love, I trow."
jj
|i
Alphonsus, while capable of love, is not a type of man to
exalt womanhood. He evidently has no compunctions against
p
striking a lady. In his proposal to Iphigina, he says:"^
"Nor do I scorn, thou goddes, for to stain
My prowess with thee, although it be a shsine !
For knights to combat with the female sect
But love, sv/eet mouse, hath so benumbed my wit.
That, though I would, I must refrain from it."
Furthermore, the warrior king proves that he really has
j
this attitude by attacking his would-be bride a few moments
I
later.
A rare type of lover, Alphonsus offers Iphigina the world;!
4 ^
and a few moments later wrathfully threatens her:
"Nay then, proud peacock, since thou art so stout
As that intreatie ?/ill not move thy minde
For to consent to be my wedded spouse
Thou shalt in spite of Gods and fortune, too,
|
Serve High Alphonsus as a concubine." !
1. LI. 1760 Act V.
2. LI. 1748 Act V.
3. LI. 1789 Act V.
4. LI. 1780 Act V.
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Alphonsus evidently had the opinion that women were made
to he hossert; that courtship could he conducted along those




phonsus’ viewpoint v/as somev/hat awry.
A contrast to Alphonsus’ far from exalted opinion of v/o-
manhood is the attitude of Orlando Furiosa in the comedy of
that name. Orlando in the first scene of the play, insulted
hy the rejected suitors, refused to fight because of the pre-
sence of a lady (Angelica); a reason which v/ould have been no
drawback to Alphonsus. Orlando, the strong type who must of
;
necessity become nettled over ttie fact that circumstances pre- i|
1 I
vent him from taking his annoyers over the coals, declares:
"Wer't not the sacred presence of Angelica
Prevails v/ith me, as Venus smiles v;ith Mars,
To set a supersedeas on my wrath
Soon should I teach thee what it were to brave." i
1 ;
Orlando is the type ?;ho places v/omankind on a pedestal, l|
ii
II
and Alphonsus is not of that school. In Greene’s comedies this j:
i'
conflict is ever present, the conflict betv/een those who exalt
il








The Soldan of Egypt repeats the belief of disillusioned
j|
ji
men expressed many a time before and after his time. The Sol- f
dan refuses to fight merely "for the conquest of a girl". He I
laments the Trojan V’ar over nothing but the loss of Helen by !
'2
Menelaus; and then concludes:
'
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"Then trust me, lords, 1*11 never manage arms.
For womens* loves that sire so quickly lost."
However the other lords are not of the opinion that An-
gelica is not worth fighting for and they carry on their plans
for war
,
In this play, however, Orlando seems alone in his idealizir.
of woman. His good friend Orgalio is asked by the jealous




"By my troth, my lord,
I think Angelica is a woman."
S
Orlando:
"And what of that?"
"Therefore unconstant, mutable, having their loves
hanging on their eyelids, that as they are got with a look,
so they are lost again with a wink."^
Orgalio is not to be taken as a prejudiced witness, for he
has, to our knowledge, no special grudge against womanhood.
Orlando, a moment later, convinced of his love’s infidelity
bursts out into Invective which develops into a powerful dia-
tribe against women, unmatched for its viciousness :
^
"Pemineimi, servile, genus, crude le, superbum.
Discourteous women, nature’s fairest ill
Base female sex, sprimg from Black Ates’ loins
Whose words are shaded with enchanting wiles
1. LI. 671 "Orlando Puriosa"
,
2. Orgalio LI. 674.
5. LI. 717.
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Vuorse than Medusa, mateth all our irdnds
And in their hearts sits shameless treachery
Turning a truthless vile circumference.
0 could my fury paint their furies forth
\
For hell’s no hell, compared to their hearts.
Too simple devils to conceal their arts.
Borne to he plagues unto the thoughts of men
Brought from eternal pestilence to the world,"
However, if Orgalio, is an unprejudiced v/itness, Orlando
on the other hand is full of prejudice. Moreover in this scene
his remarks should he taken more as an indication of border
line insanity than as a true gauge of his opinion of womanhood.
Fromthis scene on till his miraculous cure, Orlando is afflicte Cl
with Elizabethan melancholy. But this scene is interesting in
V
that not only do v/e learn that Greene develops the cynic vs. !'
11
idealist controversy by the actions and statements of different]!
[{
characters but here we see Greene developing the conflict in I'
the mind and soul of one man. ji
George a* Greene, the capable, rough and ready warrior,
is at the same time, the pining lover. George^
"cannot enjoy in any earthly bliss.
So long as I do want my Bettris."
Throughout the whole comedy of the "Pinner of V/akefield,
"
despite its humour, and numerous exploits, the thread of George
hankering after Bettris is dominant. In the end, the one fa-
vor which he desires of the King is that the King so arrange
II
f s
1. George a. Greene LI, 786.
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things that he can marry the much sought after Bettris.
;;
However, though George evidently is an exalter of woman-
I'
hood, his story is not the most powerful incident to be remem-
||
bered in the"Pinner of Wakefield". James, the king of the Scots, ij
lusts for Jane a. Barley. Janets son Ned comes into his hands*!
In the fortress scene the king offers the age-old dilemma,
\
"your honor or your dear one’s life", to Jane. Will she sacri-;
flee her chastity to save her son’ s life--or--v:ill she sacri-
fice her son for her chastity?
jj
Young Ned has decided views on the subject. He advises *!
1his mother: ii
i|
"Then die with honour, mother, dying chaste."





"The sonne shall die before I wrong the father."
|
In "James the Fourth", Ateukih,
.
parasite to the King,
is a most insincere man; but he is sincere in one respect, his
I-
utter lack of faith in women. As go-betv;een in the King’s at- I;
tempt to seduce Ida, he is forced to admit failure for the
moment. He sorrowfully tells the chafing King:
"Ida is coy as yet and doth repine
Objecting marriage, honour, feare, and death:
|




Ateukin, , in laboring against "preciseness" or Ida’s at-
tempt to be "honest" is another variant of those who are not
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3. LI. 1168 !
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Arragon", and orgalio in "Orlando Furies o" indicted women on jl
the grounds of lack of worthiness. Moreover he is so steeped
|j
ii
in his lack of faith in femininity that he just can’t believe |i
that Ida is sincere in refusing the power, and the ease that ii
1
v/ould result if she yielded to the king, ;i
il
I'
My liege, this lovely maid, of modest mind
|j
t-
Could well incline to love, but that she feares ;
Faire Dorothea’s power; your grace doth knov/
Ii
Your wedlock is a mighty let to love#
|j
Were Ida sure to be your wedded v/ife Ii
That then the tv/ig would bowe, you might command !
Ladies’ love, presents, pomp and high estate."
j
Ateukln is very sincere in these remarks for when he heari|




Margret, "the fair maid of Fressingfield"
,
sought by
Lacey, who is the agent for the lustful Prince Edward in his
attempt to annex Margret as his mistress in "Friar Bacon and
Friar Bungay, is devoted to the principle, ^ "Marriage or no
market." However, this philosophy must not be taken as
legalistic morality, WTiat it really means is: No market
sexually except for the one she marries, and that one will be
the one she loves.
However, her girl friend, Jone, is not of the same moral
stuff as is Margret. Jone is much dismayed v.fhen Margret
fusses whether she shall accept the rich farmer’s present.
il
1. LI. 1190
2. "Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay" LI, 140
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(the rich farmer is really Prince Edward), Margret wishes to
refuse the present; yet ‘she does not wish to appear churlish, !
Durir^g her moment of indecision the annoyed Jone blurts out^
"V/hat Margret, blush not; maids must have their loves."
In this case the word "loves" can only carry the con-
notation of lust or ’affairs’ and Jone realizes this.
:
Margret, who (after discovery of the Prince’s real identity")
ii
refuses the love of a prince, but who deeply loves Lacy, proves'
her love in the "nunnery scene". Dismayed at Lacy’s message
disavowing his love, she prepares to forego the world, and ‘
spend the remainder of her li ffe within the nunnery’s walls.
Lacy arrives, she shelves her plans; and finds her way into
Lacy’s arms. Wise Warren looking at the reconciliation
j
ponders:^ !
"To see the nature of women; that be they never so near
|
God, they love to die in a man’s arms". In this comment,
|
!
Warren is trying to render Margret a compliment. She is [
what a woman should be: a lover and a constant one; setting
*
I'
aside all other considerations, for her man,
j;
The conflict betw^een the cynic and idealist in Greene is
i
not without purpose. Diatribes against women, statements
j
expressing lack of faith in v/omen, stacked up against those
j
which exalt womanhood arouse the questions in our mind: What
j
is the nature of women? Will the heroine of this play give !!
me the answer? Is she virtuous, intelligent, fair, honest, etc*?
;
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indications given by the author, and in the outcome of the
action. This I shall attempt to show in later sections.
Greene’s comedies, I have pointed out, contained more
condemnatory remarks in regard to women than commendatory.
However, we have seen that these remarks were probably for a
dramatic purpose. Greene’s unfavorable remarks on women are
slight indeed in number, and in comparison with the vigor of
the attacks made in Middleton’s comedies. These plays are al-
most surfeited with remarks on women, with a great profuseness
of cynical, licentious, shocking expressions on the looseness,
inconstancy, and the guileful nature of woman, and with a
great rarity of commendation of any womanly virtue.
Even words of praise are often grudgingly given as if
worthy women were unusual. Lady Twilight, -Mother of Philip
Twilight, graciously forgives her son for his escapades, and
worldly wise Savourwit is forced to admire her.
"VJhy here ’ s
A woman as man would wish to have her."^
Savourwit is not a great admirer of women, and this rem.ark
here reveals that Lady Twilight is indeed a rare woman to him.
Lady Twilight must be recorded as expressing the highest ideal
of womanhood in Middleton’s comedies. She asserts to the
very grateful Philip
"Love is a mother’s duty to a son
As a son’s duty is both love and fear."
Lady Twilight not only set this standard for motherhood but li-v^^d
this ideal herself.
1. Act II, Sc. 11, LI. 171 "No Wit Like A Woman’s"
Bullen Edition Vol.IV
2, Xct IV, Sc.l, LI. 166
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In direct contrast to the idealism shown in the preceding
paragraphs are many almost typical Middletonian remarks.
Sebastian, in "The V/itch", disillusioned over the loss of
his love, Isabella, derides V/omankind:^
**I know what ’tis
To pity madmen now; they’re wretched things
That ever were created, if they be
Of woman’s making,^ and her faithless vows."
2
Again Sebastian assails his pet hate with:
"0 Honesty’s a rare wealth in a woman."
Sebastian believes that some women have value, but only in
a rather depraved sense. The harlot Florida is valuable as
"one good for nothing but to make use of."
•
The "Unight in "The Phoenix", commenting on his source of
A
revenue, the lustful -Tev^eler’ s Wife, has this to say:
"a man so resolute in valour as a woman in desire
Were an absolute leader."
The Jeweler’ s Wife herself has no great and abiding faith
in her fellow creatures. After Phoenix has denounced her and
her counterparts among the citizens’ wives, she makes the es-
timate that there is the staggering number^ "of five thousand
within the walls and liberties." Five thousand "close women"'.




a lecherous person, in the "Family of Love",





1. Act i sc li 111 112 "ihe witch" A.k. buiien Voi. \A.
2. Act II Scl‘ LI 211
3. Act IV Sc il LI 24 "The Witch"
4. Act I Sc V LI 36 "The Phoenix!f A.H.Bullen Vol. I
5. Act V Sc 1 LI 247 "The Phoenix"
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two good days, that is her wedding day and death day,
;;
However, Gerardine is not convinced of the truth of Lip-
salve’s remarks. Another "doubting Thomas" Gudgeon, Lipsalve's
S ii




"a wife is such a cross, that all married men would
||
ii
most gladly be rid of."
Gerardine turns the tables for the moment in favor of
those who esteem women more highly (even though possibly his 11
3 'Iidea is physical and materialistic)
.
j
"And yet such a cross that all bachelors would gladly be ji
creeping to,"
;i
Prom the general bits of cynicism one logically turns to
il




Allwit in a "Chaste Maid In Cheapside" is a happy soul,
jj
i;
He is not only at the right hand of his lord at the table; but |i
i;
'i
also he need not worry over the care of his wife and children, I
Though the lord and his wife are known to be carrying on il-
licit relations. Allwit glories in the situation and is far






"l thank him, has maintained my house this ten years
Not only keeps my wife, but a’ keeps me
Act I Sc 11 LI 6 "Family of Love" A.H. Bullen Vol, III,
Act I Sc 11 LL 11
Act I Sc 11 LI 13
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And all my family, I*m at his table.
He gets me all my children, and pays the niH*se,
Monthly or weekly; puts me to nothing, rent
Nor church duties, not so much as the scavenger.
The happiest state that ever man was born tol"
This man gives us a new version of the "kept woman", whose hus-
band does not allov/ his jealousy to dim his business sense, and
so allov/s his family to cash in on his wife’s lack of chastity,
Mrs. Allwit seems contented in her state; but Knavesby in
"Anything for a Quiet Life" in an attempt to attain the same
happy position of Allwit fails in leading his virtuous wife to
a life of adultery,! go likewise "the Captain" in "The Phoe-
nix" fails in his attempt to sell his wife; for while he bene-
fits financially by the deal, his end of the actually written
contract is not fulfilled because of his wife’s purity, Phoe-
nix, a rare idealist in Middleton, questions Castiza, the wife:
"Call you him dear, that has sold you so cheap?"
Revolting as these opinions are, they do not reach the
peak of this form of Middletonian imagination, Falso also in
"The Phoenix" has his niece living with him. She is a vir-
tuous girl but to Falso she is:^
"a foolish, coy, bashful thing it is; she’s afraid to
lie with her own uncle; I’d do her no harm, I faith,
I keep myself a widov/er a’ purpose, yet the foolish giri
would not look into it,"
i
1, A.H.Bullen Vol, V "Anything For A Quiet Life" Act V Sell
LI 343 through LI 358, Act II Sc 11 "The Phoenix" LI 271 etc
2, "The Phoenix" Act II Sc 11 LI 300 Vol, I A.H,Bullen,
3, Act II Sc 111 LI 33 "The Phoenix".
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Tiiis rather rollicking, jesting presentation of inces-
tuous lust, of course, is condemned by Middleton through other
characters in the play; but Palso’s punishment is only the de-
privation of his rights as a justice and the restoration of
his niece’s money. After all, there was evidence enough of
other bits of knavery to remove Palso as a justice,
Middleton' s constant attacks on women, his presentation
I
of lustful women; of strange compacts in which woman' s chas- |i
tity is sold for money, make us ask the questions: What was
i;
Middleton' s purpose in doing so? Was it to entertain? Was !
it for purposes of satire? The answers will come later in
passages dealing with Middleton' s ovm treatment and attitude
tov/ard women in these plays.
I)
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Contrasting Characters In These Comedies
A play may be filled with remarks that place women on a
low plane, it may be weighed down with revolting, depraved
ideas on women on the part of several characters; yet if the
result of the action arouses sympathy for the nobler woman and
antagonism for the less noble woman, and if the central female
character’s true nobility is emphasized, then the play may
rightly be called Idealistic, Such a play is itself, an idea
of womanhood. Either it is the idea of the author, or possi-
bly the idea of woman which he believes his audience may ap-
preciate. At any rate it is someone’s idea of womanhood. The
central female character in a play, or any female character in
a play, is an embodied idea of womanhood. So in this study of
concepts of womanhood, it is most important that emphasis be
placed on an analysis of the female characters in these comedie
:
of Middleton and Greene,
I have indicated that there is in Greene’s comedies a
greater number of remarks unfavorable to women than favorable,
I have indicated also that these comments may have been intro-
duced for a dramatic purpose. The question which is aroused
in the mind of the reader is: Will this character prove these
i
C3micisms or will she give the lie to them?
The first character to be discussed, Iphigina, in "Al-
phonsus of Arragon"
,
is not at all the womanly woman who, I
'"O-
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will show. Is exalted by Greene, She is a warrior, not fig-
uratively, but in a literal sense.
Our first glimpse of her produces only an impression of
humility, mildness and obedience. Her mother has belliger-
ently decided to carry on war against her husband who has ban-
ished her. She concludes her upbraiding of the king with:^
"Come, let us wend up our forces to Amazone
And gather up our forces out of’ hand,
Iphigina: "Since Fausta Wills, and fates do so command,
Iphigina v/ill never it withstand."
From this note of submissiveness of the truly obedient
daughter, we turn to Iphigina on the battlefield. Ti31 this
point Fausta captivated our imagination as truly capable of
being a true Amazon, but it is Iphigina v/e see fighting on
2the field, Greene’s notation reads:
"strike up Alarum: flie Alphonsus, follow
Iphigina, and say,"
And she does say something, with the truculence expected of
a real fighting man:
Iphigina: "How now Alphonsus’. you which never yet
Could meet your equall in the feates of armes.
How haps it now that in such sudden sort
You flie the presence of a sillie rnaide?
Vhat, have you found mine arm of such a force
As that you thinke your body overv/eake
For to withstand the furie of my blows?
1. A.B.Grosart Vol. XIII Alphonsus of Arragon LI 1225 Act III.
2. Alphonsus of Arragon LI 1730 Act V.
3. LI 1733 Act V Sc 1,
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Or do you else disdaine to fight v;ith me
For staining of your high nohilitie?
"
To his avowal that love prevents him from attacking her,
she replies with sneers and insinuat ions that his noble acts
are :
^
fitter to be writ
V/ithin the tables of dame Venus son
Then in God Ii^ars his warlike registers,"
She is not to be set aside by his offers of honor, power,
and glory. She is adamant, not because of virtue, but because
of hate. Hate is triumphant over any consideration on the bat-
2tlefield. To Alphonsus’ offer she all but snorts:
"Alphonsus bride I Nay, villain, do not thinke
That fame or riches can so rule my thoughts
As for to make me love and fancie him
y/hom I do hate, "
She, then protests that she will die rather than be Al-
phonsus’ concubine; and does what 'now we would logically ex-
pect of her; she fights with Alphonsus, who proves too strong
for her.
Iphigina lives to regret her rejection of Alphonsus* suit, i|
y/hen Alphonsus orders the imprisonment of Faust a, her husband
Amurack, and their followers, she pleads for them, and reminds
4him of his avowal of love, and asks him to relent: I
"You know your selfe what love you did protest '
You then did beare unto Iphigina:
1. LI 1754 Act V. ^ f
2. LI 1774 Act V.
I
3. LI 1795 Act V.
4. LI 1909 Act V.
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Then for that love, if any love you had '
Revoke this sentence, which is too too had." j
II
After Alphonsus’ curt refusal, she says no more. Carinus,^j
father to Alphonsus, tries to reconcile them. To the kindly
jj
I





"Pardon deare lord; the world goes very hard I
Allien womenkinde are forced for to wooe;"
Then, she v;ho would not accept Alphonsus on the battle-
field, and sneered at his lover’s attitude, as a protection
2 'for her family and friends, asserts that she could love him:
"l, if the high Alphonsus could vouchsafe i
To entertaine me as his wedded spouse."
j
Iphigina does not rank as one of Greene’s ideal women
since her warlike attitude, her sneering remarks on love, de-
|
tract from her womanliness. Yet in one respect she illustrates
the Greene touch in her willingness to sacrifice herself for
her friends,
j
Iphigina fails to be an ideal of womanhood because of a
lack in feminine qualities; Fausta, her mother, must be con- !•
demned for a surfeit of displeasing yet truly feminine char-
acteristics; such as nagging, perverseness, volubility, and
revengefulness
.
Fausta is first seen in the unfavorable light of the cur-
ious wife, Medea, the conjurer, with Fausta’ s consent, is con-
juring while Amurack, the king, Fausta’ s husband, sleeps.
1, LI 2021 Act V. I
2. LI 2036 Act V.
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Amuj?ack, induced by Medea’ s magic to talk, reveals that he is
not unfavorable to Alphonsus’ marriage to Iphigina. This sends
his wife into a tantrum; for Iphigina v/as promised to Belinus,
Greene’s note to the actor is:^
"Pausta rise up as it were in a furie, wake Amurack,
and say
"Fie i'unurack, what v/icked words are these
How canst thou look thy Pausta in the face,
V/hora thou hast wronged in this shameful sort?
And are the vowes so solemnly you sv/ore
Unto Belinus, my most friendly neece.
Now wash’t so clearly from thy traitorous heart?"
2Her vengeful nature is then shown by the next words:
"Is all the rancor which you earst did beare
Unto Alphonsus worne so out of mind
As, where thou shouldest pursue him to death
You seek to give our daughter to his hands?
The Gods forbid that such a hainous deed,
V/ith my consent, should ever be decreed:
Not satisfied with this vicious upbraiding of her spouse,
she continues v;ith threats of actual violence:
"And rather then thou should’ st it bring to passe.
If all the armies of the Amazones
Will be sufficient to withhold the Same,
Assure thy self that Pausta meanes to fight
flGainst Amurack, for to maintain the right.
1 . LI 1036 Act III.
2. LI 1044 Act III.
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After Iphigina has also added her words to bellicose
Fausta’
s,
Amurack in anger inquires,
"Vi/hat threatening words thus thunder in my ears?"
Evidently Pausta has "thundered" once too often, for
Amurack banishes her and Iphigina. Pausta is not one to take
this humiliation without hitting back. Lamenting the fact that
she hadn’t put her foot down before, she plans revenge:^
"And I because I loathed the broils of Mars
Bridled my thoughts and pressed down my rage;
For by this means, I do not doubt ere long
But Pausta shall with ease revenge her wrong
Come, daughter, come: My mind fortelleth me
That Amuracke shall soon requited be,"
On the battlefield. Frusta upbraids Crocon and Paustus
for their cowardice:^
"What means the men, which for their valiant prowes.
Were dreaded erst cleans through the triple world.
Thus cowardly to tur*n their backs and f^ie:"
Then we learn that even though eager to avenge herself upon
her husband, she still is eager for his safety. She says im-
pulsively:
"I hope your king in safetie doth abide?"
Then when she learns of Amurack’ s capture she determines oti
war to save him. She chides Iphigina for moaning when there
is work to be done:^
1. LI. 1093, Act III.
2. LI. 1687, Act IV.
3. LI. 1721, Act IV.
TT
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"Iphigina leave off these wofull times:
It is not words can cure and ease this wound.
But warlike swords; not teares hut sturdy speares.
V.Tiat then? thinke you that our Amazones,
Joined with the forces of the Turkish troupe
I
Are not sufficient for to set him free?
Yes, daughter, yes I meane not for to sleepe
Untill he is free, or we him company keepe ’
March on, my mates."
This woman, who is willing to carry on war against her hus-
i
band, and is also willing to carry on war to protect her hus- !
band, is not too proud to spill a few tears to save herself
|
I




"Oh sacred Prince, if that the salt brine teares, '
Distilling downe poor Pausta’s withered cheekes.
Can mollifie the hardness of your heart.
Lessen this judgment which thou in thy rage '




Vi/hen Alphonsus peremptorily refuses her she says no more;
j
she seems a beaten woman. Vi/hen Carinus asks her for her con-
sent to the marriage between Iphigina and Alphonsus, she com-
placently accepts this alliance which caused her to denounce
ler husband, which she was eager to take up arms to prevent.
Phere is a note of hypocrisy in her happy words: 2
"Fausta doth say, the Gods have been her friends.
1. LI. 1890, Act V.
2. LI. 2046, Act V.
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To let her live to see Iphigina
Besto\ved so unto her hearts content." 1
A woman who despised her husband for softening towards
their hated rival, a v/oman who despises cowardice, who actually
leads the soldiers on the battlefield, Fausta disappoints us
in her abject compromise with Alphonsus. Her pleading for
her life spoiled, if not a pleasing character, a powerful I
one. Setting aside that plea, Fausta would be a character of
great strength. The vengeful wife is a type of woman often
treated in literature j the nagging shrew and troublemaker can
also be listed as another oft treated female character. The
characteristics of such v/omen are the dominating character-
istics of Fausta; and in possessing them she differs greatly
from Greene’s nobler women, and from the woman we sliall now
consider.
After she is portrayed in extravagant plirases and has been
offered many of the world’s glories by the suitors, Angelica,
|
in "Orlando Furiosa", is faced by the difficult task of ac-
|
cepting one and rejecting the others. This she does with fine
|




"Must freely say, for fancy hath no fraud.
That farre unworthy is Angelica
|
Of such as deigne to grace her with fr'ir loves;
The Souldan with his seate in Babylon,
The Prince of Cuba, etc
1. "Orlando Furiosa" A,B. Grosart Vol. XIII LI 147
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The worst of these, men of so high import
As may command a greater dame than I."
After this clever exordium, she reveals that Cupid has
won her to Orlando.^ However, her tactfulness has not "been
efficacious; and her refusal is the cause of war.
Sacrepant, a jealous prince and conjurer, protests his
love to Angelica. Angelica flatly tells him that all her love
2from now on will he paid to Orlando:
"So firmely is Orlando printed in my thoughts.
As love hath left no place for any else".
V/hen Sacrepant pushes his suit further Angelica sermon-
izes on the duty of constancy:
"The knot of gordian at the shrine of Jove
Was never halfe so hard or intricate
As he the hands which lovely Venus tyes.
Sweete is my love; and for I love, ray lord
To cut the plough swaines trace v/ith thy sword;
Or slice the slender fillets of my life.
Or else, my lord, Orlando must he mine."
Angelica’s life is truly a living replica of her v;ords.
She consistently lives up to her philosophy of love and duty.
Though Sacrepant's wiles have led to Orlando’s distrust
of her, and her banishment from the country, as unfaithful,
still she remains faithful to her promised lover. Orlando,
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her at the eamp of the rejected suitors. Dismayed at his
lunacy, poignantly she expresses her love, and her sorrow.^
"Thanks, gentle Fortune, that sends me such good hap.
Rather to die by him I love so deare.
Than live and see my lord thus lunaticke."
Angelica’s misfortunes lead her to trial for her life.
Cnee again she maintains her constant love of Orlando. Des-
pite the fact that the lords of France are debating over not
the sentence but the manner of her death, she resolutely de-
2fends herself:
"Yet, ere I die, let me have leave to say,
Angelica held ever in her thoughts
Most dear the love of County Palatine.
’Aliat wretci^ hath v;ronged us with suspect of lust,
I know not, I, nor can accus<^ the man.
But by the heavens, v;hereto my soule shall flee
Angelica did never wrong Orlando."
Orlando eventually saves Angelica; yet she does not re
joice in her deliverance from death, but her first comment is
5
over his escape from insanity:
"As is Angelica to see her Lord
Her deare Orlando settled in his sense."
Constancy, patience are Angelica’s dominating qualities.
Yet these qualities are made far more appealing to the reader
by the sweetness and submissiveness that Angelica unconscious!^"
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and courageous defense of her actions while death is close I
upon her; and her tactful treatment of the rejected suitors
j
serve to round out her fine and well-balanced character.
il
A less sensitive, intellignnt, and less well-rounded
character is Eettris of"George a. Greene." Yet she, too, is
|j
I
loyal to her lover; and she too like Angelica would marry for
ij
love rather than power, honor, or wealth. Grime, her father,
II
I
more practical in regard to marriage, is disturbed at her ig-
n
* 1 ''
noring of wealthy suitors:
i
"l say. Sir Gilbert, looking on my daughter,
I curse the hour that ere I got the girle : '
|
1
For sir, she may have many wealthy suitors.
And yet she disdaines them all,
• To have poor George a. Greene unto her husband."
j
The Lord of Doncaster offers Eettris "a Chaplet made of
I
pearle," set wdth choice rubies", etc? Eettris in an effort
to turn the conversation from such talk, disrepectfully im-
j
plies that the Lord is not of high enough station to v/in her ji
3 IIlove. She implies that the Earl of Kendall might be suit- i
able. ^^Tien they speak of George’s humiliation of one of the
j;
Earl’s men, we ai'e certain that Eettris seeks no Earl, or I
Lord; but ^George a, Greene. She can no longer contain herself
4but must blurt out her love and admiration:
"0 lovely George, fortune be still thy friend,
|
And as thy thoughts be high, so be thy minde, i
In all accords, even to thy hearts desire."
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’A'hen they confront her with the charge that George is the
only one v/ho holds her affections, she frankly and fearlessly
tells them that:^
"l care not for Earle, nor yet for Knight,
Nor Baron that is so bold:
For George a. Greene, the merrie pinner
He hath my heart in hold,”






"Oh George, how little pleasing are these words?
Came I from Bradford for the love of thee.
And left my father for so sweet a friend?
Here will I live until my life doe end."
Though Bettris is treated more as a reward for George's I
integrity than as an ideal of womanhood, we must still admit
that she has qualities worthy of any noble woman. Those ad-
mirable qualities are, love for a poor man rather than a love
j
of ease, and pov/er; and constancy v/hich causes her to leave
|
her father for her lover.
It is Jane a* Barley, however, who must be remembered in
this play, for high qualities in a woman. She is confronted
with the age old problem of choosing between honor, woman's ij
'i
most sacred quality, and the loss of her son's life. Love
i'
versus duty. This time, though she wavers for a moment, the
woman resolves to do her duty and allow her son to die. Be- i
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life, is made, her position is clear:
"For I protest by the highest holy God,
That doometh just revenge for things aniisse
King James, of all men, shall not have my love."
Her son’ s life is then threatened. For a moraent she
weakens:^
"O deepe extremes: My heart begins to breake;
IVfy little Ned looks pale for feare
Cheare thee my boy. I’ll doe much for thee."
Young Ned advises her to be chaste. Strengthened she nov;
determinedly resolved to remain chaste, and to allov/ Ned to
die:^
"Then butcher him; for I will never yeeld:
The sonne shall die before I wrong the father."
That is the only connection with the play on the part of
Jane a. Barley. Yet she must remain in the mind of the rea-
der as a fine example of womanly chastity.
After Bettris and Jane A. Barley, we encounter another
chaste woman, who prefers honorable love to lust, in Margret,
the heroine of "Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay:" Margret,
a
country miss, hostess at an inn, is deeply desired by Edward,
4Prince of Vv'ales. Edward laments that she is so honest, but
believes that ma.gic spun by Friar Bacon may win her:^
"Lacie the foole hath laid a perfect plot.
For why our country Margret is so coj
,
And standes so much upon her honest pointes.
1. A.B.Grosart Vol. XIV "Pinner of Mcefield" LI 341.
2. "The Pinner of Wakefield" LI 355.
3. LI 365.
4. Elizabethan Sense of Chastity.
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%
That Marriage, or no market with the mayd,
Ermshie, it must be nii-Sromanticke spells
And charms of art that must inchaine her love.
Or else shall Edward never win this girle :
"
Margret, at Prince Edward’s command, is approached by
Lacie, who offers her gifts from the Prince (who Margret be-
lieves is a farmer). Margret shows intelligence and a sense
of propriety. She definitely believes that it is not proper
to accept the gift; yet she does not wish to be a churl. She
debates:^
"Twere little man_ners to refuse his gift
And yet I hope he sends it not for love.
For we have little leisure to debate of that."
Struck by Lacie' s courtly manner, and enamoured of him,




"But^ Peg, disclose not that thou art in love.
And show as yet no sign of love to him
Although thou well wouldst with him for thy love;
Keep that to thee till time doth serve thy turn."
Still, like many girls in love, she gives Lacy the op-
portunity of seeing her again:
"Well, if you chaunce to come by Fressingfield,
Make but a step into the keeper’s lodge.
And such poore fare as Woodmen can affoord
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Friar Bungay tells Margret that Edward is her lover. Shejj
I
can shov/ disdain for royalty; and she can see through the "
1 li
veneer, to the lustful man:
^
"Be what be will, his lure is but for lust."
I
2 'i
Yet she would entertain true love from Lacy :
!|
"But did Lord Lacie like poor Margret,
||
Or would he daine to wed a country lasse? I
!
Fria]j I would his humble hand mayd be, '|
And for great wealth quite him with courtesie."
j
She is so much in love that she is almost lyrical in her
;
rr 1
praise. At the end of an extravagant outburst she concludes:'^!
"Trust me I love too much to tell thee more.
Suffice to me, he is England’s parramour"-, '
t
The feeling of doubt, which is almost a universal attri- |
1
bute of love, strikes Margret; she seeks reassurement . Mar-
gret has indirectly sworn her love for Lacy • Lacy inquires !
(




"in jest with you, but earnest unto me:- ;
For why these wrongs do wring me at the heart,
j
Ah how these earles and noble men of birth
|
Flatter and faine to forge poore women’. s ill,"
Lacy tells her he loves her. Still she is not satisfied]
"V/hat love is there where wedding ends not love."
|
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Aside from the lover’s doubting by Margret, this scene
also brings into bold relief the ideas on love and holy mar-
riage in Margret ’s mind.
Their love sails a rough passage. The Prince, jealous
over Lacie’s success, plans to kill his former friend. Mar-
gret appeals to the prince to kill her instead, and maintains
that she, not Lacy, did the wooing. The Prince remains firm
in his intention. He then implores Margret to love him. She
boldly tells himrl
"Not all the wealth heaven’s treasurie affords
Should make me leave Lord Lacie or his love."
She implores the king to kill. her:
"Spare Lacie, Gentle Edward, let me die,"
She finally, by force of logic, by her unselfish spirit
of sacrifice, induces the Prince to allow Lacy to live.
Edward, now reconciled to Lacy, wishes Lacy to accom-
pany him on a trip, Margret sadly says:^
"As it please Lord Lacie, but loves foolish looks,
Thinke footsteps miles, and minutes to be houres,"
Lacy then cruelly tries Margret’ s constancy by sending
a message asserting that he no longer loves her. She plans to
enter a nunnery. Lacy arrives in the nick of time; and she,
after contending that love of God is greater than love of man,
when the time for the final decision arrives, gives up
the habit of the nun, and goes to Lacy.'^
1. LI 1074
2. LI 1155.
3. LI 2079 "Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay" A.B. Grosart Vol.XIII
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"The flesh is fray.Ie: my Lord doth knov; it well.
That when he comes with his enchanting face.
What so ere hetyde I cannot say. him nay^
Offe goes the hahite of a maiden’s heart."
This "Pair Maid of Pressingfield" in her willingness to
die for Lacy,, in her love’s constancy so often proven, in her
rejection of lustful Edward, and especially in her human qual-
ity of desiring nothing more than Lacy ' s love as shov;n in the
nunnery scene, is a noble creature indeed.
Fev/ women of literature can match Dorothea of "James the
in
Fourth"^ her constancy to an evil husband, in the martyr-like
patience v/ith which she bore all her troubles, and in the humil-
ity of her character.
Married to a husband who realizes her beauty and her
other commendable qualities, yet who lusts after Countess Ida,
Dorothea nobly fights for her husband. At first she will not
believe that he is untrue,^
Informed that her husband is disloyal to her by his atten-
tions to Ida, she doubts that the lords have fully understood
2the king’s actions;
"Ah Douglas, thou miscontrest his intent
He doth but tempt his wife, he tryes my love’."
Still if it is unfaithfulness on the part of the king, she
tells the assembled lords:
"The king is young; and if he steps awrie
He may amend, and I will love him still.
1. LI 106-0, Act II Sc 11 "King James the Fourth".
2. LI 1038, Act II Sell "King James the Fourth".
3. LI 1091.
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"Should we disdaine our vines because they sprout
Before their time? '*
Finally, she fights for her husband by imploring the po«i“
j^erful men to stand behind him:^
"My frendes and Scottish Peeres,
If that an English Princesse may prevaile.
Stay, Stay, with him: Lo how my zealous prayer
Is plead with teares: Fie, Peeres, will you hence."
The queen, even when presented with the very document
containing the king's order for her death, is still reluctant
2
to believe it:
"Ah Carelesse King, would God this were not thine?
V.liat tho I reade? Ah should I think it true?"
Finally convinced, she is more saddened over the king's
3lost love than over the dangers of her situation.
The close friendship that develops between the queen and
Nano is indeed beautiful. It is the true friendship of equal-
ity. 'Alien Dorothea is near death. Nano also wishes to die.
V/hen Dorothea unwittingly offends Nano, she is anxious once
4
again to enter his good graces:
Nano - "Nay, since my songs afford such pleasure small
I'le sit me dovm, and sing younoneat all".
Doro:- "Oh be not angrie. Nano."
V/hen he still remains aloof from her, she finally entreats!^
"What should I doe to please thee, friendly squire."
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"A smile a day is all I will require." !
Thus far loyalty, sweetness, hui-iility, consideration, have!
been the traits emphasized in the analysis of Dorothea, But I
il
she was not entirely the clinging vine v;oraan. At times, she
|j
!!
showed real courage. Though, at first she is alarmed when
j
Jacques sets upon her with the intent to murder her; with death
|
1
at hand, she boldly stands her ground, and defies him:
"Callest me strumpet, cative as thou art?
(I’m no strumpet) but even a princesse born.
Who scorns thy threats --
Shall never French man say, an English mayd
Of threats of foreign force v;ill be afraid,"
Dorothea learns that her husband^ s crown and life arc in
danger.' Despite the humiliation heaped on her, despite the
attempt on her life at his command, she nearly swoons at the
news. V/hen she gains control over her emotions, she hastens
plans for his relief.
Finally by her persuasiveness, her father the King of Eng-
land, sets aside his plans of revenge; and a happy reconcilia- I
:l
tion follows. i
Remarkable is the answer by the Queen to her repentant ''
il
husband’s castigation of himself. It would be inconceivable i
I
in almost any other character; but so consistently has Greene
|
portrayed her loyalty, and her willingness to forgive, that thel
reader is fully prepared to accept this action as an indication
of a fine quality in a fine woman. As her husband completes
|
1. LI. 1398*
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his lashing of himself, she fully accepts him once more as her
husband and lover, and fully forgives and forgets his past mis-
deeds : ^
"Shame me not Prince, companion in thy bed.
Youth hstii misled, - tut, but a little fault
Tis kingly to am.end what is amisse."
Then to her father, she once more repeats the loyalty on
the part of herself to her husband, and induces him to once
again join in friendship with the wayward king.
A faithful wife, naively yet worthily believing in a most
despicable husband, humble, considerate, courageous, Dorothea,
the finest of Greene’s women, could well rank with Shakespeare’
Juliet, as among the finest of all women in the English drama.
Dorothea’s portrayal alone is sufficient for the opinion of
Storojenko concerning Greene;^
"His female characters have a charm and moral atti-
tude to v/hich no contemporary dramatist, Shakespeare alone
excepted, attained."
A rare example of feminine inconstancy in Greene’s come-
dies is Lady Anderson. Fausta’s vengefulness in "Alphonsus of
Arragon"
,
leads her to plan disaster for her husband, but
it is the vengeful nature we must remember, and not her incon-
stancy; for it must be remembered that she rallied to her hus-
band’s banner in time of need. The only other women who have
any immoral tendencies are the "Maid Marian" in "George a.
Greene" and Jone in "Friar Bacon", both very lightly touched
1. LI. 2636, Act V, Sc VI.
2. Storojenko (Translation by Gj,osart) in "Life and Works of
Robert Greene" by Alexander Grosart, Pg. 226, Vol, I.
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Lady Anderson, married to the worthy Cuthbert, falls in
j
love with Queen Dorothea, in disguise. Yet the love is not '
sensual; it seems of a finer nature. She hints to Dorothea
that she is wounded by love for "him". To the Queen’s advice
to set aside such thoughts, she says:^
"How, if I cannot drive him from ray brest
*1
Dorothea: Then chaine him well, and let him do his best." ij
i|
’ATien Dorothea’s true identity is made known to her. Lady i
Anderson bitterly lashes herself for her actions. Seemingly
|
it is not merely the chagrin at being deceived, but also the
2
sudden remorse that could result from such a sudden revelation.
"Blush, greeve, and die in thine insaciat lust." '
Still, though the reader accepts her as a temporary
Strayer from the code of morality, and as a v/oman whose love
is not the love of an animal, still we must realize she has her
imperfections. ’Alien Dorothea w'ould return to her husband. Lady
3Anderson counsels her:
"Since that our liege hath so unkindly dealt.
Give him no trust, returns unto your fyre;
There may you safely live in spight of him."
At Dorothea' s reiteration of loyalty to her husband. Lady
Anderson marvels:^
II
"’.'’/hat v/onderous constancie is this I hears?"
Lady Anderson, in her unwillingness to endure unfair treat-
ment from her husband, and in her inconstancy, serves as a fine
1. LI 2067, Act V Sc 1.
_=========__=======^^
2. LI 2416.
3. LI 2444, Act V Sc 1.
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foil for her contrast, Dorothea,
*
Ida, also of "James the Fourth, is another character of
Greene’S- who resists the lure of s^^ry, and riches, in favor
of honor and love. However, possibly because of her almost
too rational nature, possibly because of her indirect and un-
emotional handliiig of her lover, she is not so appealing as
Dorothea,
She is a philosopher on the conditions of her times, V/hei.
the Hing of Scots intimates to her that her beauty belongs in
court, where it may better shine, she attacks the Court
"if beutie (as I know there’s none in me)
Were sworne my love, and I his life should be;
The farther from the Court, I were removed
The more I thinke of heaven I were beloved.
King of Scots: And why?
Ida: Because the Court is counted Venus net.
Where gifts and vowes for stales are often set:
None, be she chaste as Vesta, but shall meete
A curious toong to charm her eares with sweet."
After she has made a rather Euphuistic analysis of love, !
the king admiringly comments: i
"Rare wit, fair face, what hart could more desire." I
The king is not the only admirer of Ida; Sir Bartram
2describes her to Eustace as the finest girl of all England; i
"All England’s grounds yield hot a blyther lasse,
|
Nor Europ can surpass her for her gifts.
1. LI. 259, Act I Sc 1.
2. LI 661^ Act I Sc 111.
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Of vertue, honour, beautie, and the rest."
Ateukin, confidently expecting that Ida will yield to the
king, receives as his reward a cut and dried sermon on lovet^
"Oh how he talkes, as if hee should not die.
As if that God in justice once could winke
Upon that faults I am ashamed to thinke."
And then she states her ideology of true love in one sen-
tence
"Better than live unchaste, to lie in grave."
Ateukin, finding that the line of honor and riches is not
enough, finally resorts to force. Ida then shov/s her most ad-
mirable trait, her great courage. She advises Ateukin that:
3
"In all allegeance I will serve his grace
But not in lust: Oh how I blush to name it."
So Ateukin leaves defeated by this "too precise maid",
who later proves her devotion to her principles by her marriage
to Eustace.
Yet in her answer to Eustace ^s suit, her indirectness
weakens her in the mind of the play reader. She seems to be
toying with him, and is almost coquettish:"^
Eustace: "But Ida, will you love?
Ida: I cannot hate
Eustace: But will you wedde
Ida: Tis Greeks to mee, my Lord
Eustace: Shall I some signs of favour then receive
1. LI. 923 Act II Sc 1.
2. LI. 930 Act II Sc 1.
3. LI. 947 Act II Sc 1.
4. LI. 1656, Act IV Sc 11.
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Ida; Then noble English Peere,
||
Accept this ring wherein my heart is set, j
,|
A constant heart, v;ith huiming flames befret |
But under written this, 0 morte dura
Hereon when so you looke with eyes Pura
The maide you fancie most will favor you."
T.'Thile Dorothea's love for the prince is ever clear to us,
Ida seems never to be in love throughout her whole relationship
with Eustace, though we realize that eventually love must have
come her way since she later married this persistent suitor.
Yet from what has been indicated the ever rational, and ever
moralizing Ida, must have been a far from emotional lover.
Euphuistic in her talk, and yet the type of person who
argues almost syllogistically, Ida though undoubtedly highly
moral, and courageous, fails to appeal to me, precisely be-
cause of the fact that she is too intellectual. I cannot
agree with Boas that equally well drawn with Dorothea is the
"high-souled Ida, akin to the heroines of Shakespeare, in her
union of rare wit, fair face, and resolute will." Dorothea
correctly ranlcs with Shakespeare’s v/omen; but Ida falls short
(in this observGr’ s opinion) because of her lacK of human
qualities, chiefly emotional.
Out of the nine leading female characters portrayed in
Greene' s 'Comedies,six definitely represent highly moral ideals
1, Ch. V Pg.81 in Boas’ "Shakespeare and His Predecessors"
’".ii
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I of v/omanhood. One, Iphigina v;hile virtuous enough, lacks that '
I touch of delicacy which Greene’s later women possessed.
|
I Fausta and Lady Anderson are two who fall from what might he
I
called "The Greene Model for ’'’'omanhood . " Fausta’ s yearning
I
for revenge; and Lady Anderson’s inconstancy set them apart.
Yet the loyalty of Fausta in the final test of her love, and
||
Lady Anderson’s strong remorse for her wrongs, prevent us
jj
||
from categorising them as thoroughly evil v/omen. We are nov:
j
to consider the characters of Middleton’s v/omen. It is cer-
j
tain that there will he few characters who will approach the !
ideal set hy Greene, and there v;lll he raany v/ho v/ill far sur- '
I
pass Fausta and Lady Anderson in their falling away from ac-
|
cepted standards for women.
In the first play of Middleton’s to he considered, the
tragiy-comedy, "The Witch", I found the sensual side of femin-
ine character emphasized. This play is worthy of considera-
tion, mainly because of a fine example of the ruthless, iron- I
willed, domineering woman in the person of the duchess; and al+
so because of the full treatment of Francisca, who is the sen-
j
sual personified. Isabella, the chaste wife, while evidently
j
held up as a model for womanhood, is far more slightly treated.
The first glimpse of the duchess impresses her vengeful
nature on our minds. Her husband, the duke at a banquet,
forces his guests to go through the harrowing sensations of !
drinking from the skull of the former duke, the duchess’ fa- ;
ther. We understand in this scene that the dead duke was slaiiji
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by a party headed by his successor, the duchess’ husband,
and that subsequent to that she had married her father’
s
slayer.
Secretly the duchess is terribly angered by the torment-
ing of her, and she vows in an aside
"I’ll be revenged as far as death can lead me."
Not only is the duchess vengeful, but she is made of
stern enough stuff to carry out her purpose. She forces the
amorous Almachides to promise to kill the duke. That young
man promises to kill the duke more because of fear, than be-
cause of any future enjoyment that he may receive from the
duchess’ love, as she had indicated.
Almachides had been snared into the duchess’ apartment
under the belief that there Amoretta, the duchess' servant,
would meet him. Blindfolded, still believing that he is with
Amoretta, he reveals that the duchess has seen fit to mix a
little pleasure with business. He chides the supposed Amor-
etta for having claimed to be a virgin. He evidently has
2found out differently:
"This you that was a maid? how are you born
To deceive men? I’d thought to have married you:
I had been finely handled, had I not?
I’ll say that man is wise ever hereafter
That tries his wife beforehand,"
There have been many murderous and ruthless women por-
trayed in literature. Yet one who in the midst of her murder
1. Act I Sc 1 LI 141 "The Witch" A.H.Bullen Edition Vol. V
2. Act III Sc 1 LI 1.
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ous contrivings can coolly take advantage of an opportunity to
;
i
dally in sexual enjoyment is rare indeed. Some women have
,j
killed for lust. The duchess killed "because of hate. Sex v;as ii
ii
"but a side issue with her. She evidently was not one to re-
ii
fuse an opportunity however,
11
ll
From the pleasure of intercourse, the duchess coldbloodedly
plunges, without dramatics, into the task at hand. After the
|
removal of the bandage, while Almachides is still blinking, she j|
says:^
I
"Say thou must either die or kill the duke,"
Further on in the scene she promises marriage to Almachides
2




Make thee my husband;'*
jj
j
V/e wonder for a time if love or lust for Almachides could
i
be a contri'buting cause to the duchess’ desire for the murder,
j




"This fellow lives too long after the deed;
I'm weary of his sight, he must die quickly.
Or I’ve small hope of safety. My great aim's '
At the Lord Governor’s love; he is a spirit
;
jl
Can sway and countenance; these obey and crouch. !'
My guiltiness has need of such a master, '
r
That with a beck can suppress multitudes,
|j
1, Act III Sc 1 Ll 16
2, Act III Sc 1 Ll 45
3, Act IV Sc 1 Ll 46,
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In a few words, she stands revealed as a woman without the
pov^er or understanding of love, whose word is v/orthless, as a
woman who plans one moraent on murder of one who did murder for
her, and in almost the sajne thought plans to step higher by !
means of another man's love; and to use that love not only as
jj
p
a means to satisfy her ambition, but as a means to protect her
j
from punishment for crime.
j
The episode following is not in keeping with the duchess'
I
iron nerve and is a reflection upon her intelligence. Without
warning, or any provocation on the governor's part, she sug-
gests love for him;^
"My thanks and praises shall ne'er forget you, sir,
And, in time to come, my love."
While the governor suspects the duchess of wrong-doing,
she congratulates herself on the success of her suit, and the
resultant fortunate escape from the troubles besetting her.
The dangers, she realizes, are "most Imminent"; and possibly
the duchess' unwomanly iron will is beginning to break. Possi-
bly it is the eager grasping for hope on the part of a desper-
ate woman.
"The V/ltch" closes with the duchess exposed. She is re-
jpentant; and illogically enough, all concerned unqualifiedly
accept her reformation as sincere. This convention, common on
the Elizabethan stage, of the ne' er-do-v/ell, of the evil man,
or evil woman, suddenly, without preparation, transformed into
a good, reliable, trustworthy person can safely be set aside in
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»
his analysis of character. The final judgment that I must ij
ake, on the evidence presented, is that the duchess is a strik-;|
li
ing example of the strong, immoral, cold-hlooded, ironwilled,
villaincus type of female character.
Prancisca, sensuality itself, tells us, when the duke passe|
bhe skull, that she is bearing a child. Prancisca is an unmar-
1
ried girl of seventeen years:
"This the worst fright that could come
To a conceal’d great belly’, I’m with child;
And this will bring it out, or make me come
Some seven weeks sooner than we maidens reckon."
Hov/ever her condition does not bring a sense of remorse to
the girl. She merely regrets her bad luck;^
"l have the hardest fortune, I thinlc, of a hundred
gentlewomen:
Some can make merry with a friend seven year




Prancisca says, in an aside:
"No there’s another with me, though you see it not,"
Prom that time on, Prancisca’ s great problem is to conceal
ler condition. She does this with occasional laments, always
gainst unkind fate, never with shame or regret.
Still she has a sense of rough humor. To Isabella’s ques-
1. Act I Sc 1 LI 132.
2 , Act II Sc 1 LI 34.
5. Act II Sc 1 LI 63.
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Pinally Isabella discovers her sister-in-law’ s condition I
and gives her a verbal lacing. She promises help and secrecy
however. Francisca, outwardly abjectly humble and appreciative
li
of her sister-in-law’s help, inwardly is planning her dovmfall.
She plans to poison Isabella’s husband’s mind so that he will
believe his wife is inconstant, Prancisca cannot believe any
;i
woman can keep a secret; and fears Isabella. Antonio, the hus-|
band’s, jealousy is aroused, and then Prancisca suggests a planj
to trap Isabella.
As a result the trap when sprung, fails to catch Isabella,
but does catch Florida the whore, who is slightly injured. A
lewd woman, without any moral fibre, Prancisca has few if any
j
virtues - with a possible saving grace of a sense of humor.
Isabella, the chaste wife, is to be remembered almost |
solely for her denunciation of Prancisca:^
"I’ll call her strange ever in my heart;
Sh’ as kill’d the name of sister tlirough base lust.
And fled to shifts. 0 how a brother’s good thoughts
May be beguil’d in a womanl here’s a letter.
Pound in her absence, reports strangely of her.
And speaks her impudence: Sh’ as undone herself
tf
Her strict moral code is rather puritanical. She boasts
her husband will "leave tobacco".
Moreover, she is the rather credulous type v/ho believes
2
her husband is perfectly faithful. She says of Antonio:
1. Act til Sc 11 Ll 51.
— '
2. Act II Sc 1 Ll 76.
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"he is no gamester" (profligate). j
The irony of the situation is that Antonio has "been quite
a rake in his pre-marriage days.
Despite the slight evidence of her prudishness, and the
naive faith in her husband, Isabella stands out very favorably
|
in contrast to the callous nature of tne duchess and Francises..
Castiza, of the "Mayor of Queenborough" enters into a com-|
I
pact with the saintly Constantius to remain a virgin. This de-
cision is made suddenly after Constantius praises virginity,
and her virtue, and implores her to remain in her virtuous
state. She promises:^
"My thoughts henceforth shall be as pure from man.
As ever made a virgin's name immortal."
She continues to be a virgin even after marriage to Vorti-
ger, though there is the unexplainable birth of young Vortimer
to the kingly pair. Hov;ever, the term virginity is used loose!/
in this play and, in general, means chasteness of mind. Hor-
stis, Vortiger’ s tool, tries to lead her to give up her virgin-
2
ity; even the thought of such action is repulsive to her:
"You kill me more in talking sinfully
Than acting cruelty; he so far pitiDal,
To end me v/ithout words."
After Vortiger, in disguise, rapes her, Castiza is broken
in spirit. Ashamed, she avoids Vortiger whom ironically she
.n 3believes she has v/ronged.
"Yonder's my lord; 0, I'll return again,
1. "Mayor of Queenborough" Act I Sc 11 LI ?.74. |
2. Act III Sc 11 LI 47.
I
3. Act III Sc 111 LI 263. I
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Methlnks I should not dare to look on him."
Castiza is much dismayed when Vortiger, in setting the trail
before revealing she is not a virgin, swears that she is one.
j
This, Castiza will not swear. Her religious scruples, when she
is finally forced to take oath, will not allov/ her to swear
falsely. She admits she is not a virgin.^
Devonshire: "For we presume
You cannot he religious and so vile -
Castiza: As^to forswear myself - Tis truth, great sir.
The honoixr of your bed hath been abused."
Religious, chaste, yet not the self-contented, proud, cold,
sanctimonious woman^ Castiza stands as one of the noblest of
Middleton’s women.
If Castiza ranks as one of the noblest, Roxena, her rival
for Vortiger’ s favor, Vortiger’ s second wife, and Horsus’ para-
raoun, must rank as one of the most ignoble.
Horsus revealed to us that Roxena, though unmarried, is no
longer a "maid" (virgin).^
and
"Fair she is,^fortunate may she be
But in Maid lost for ever."
Roxena has gone through several dangers to reach Horsus.
Hengist, her father, is under the opinion that his girl has
risked her life for love of him. VOiile Hengist is preening him-
self on the qualities of his daughter Horsus observes:
"Most charitably censured; ’tis her cunning.
The love of her own lust, which makes a woman
1. Act IV Sc 11 LI 143.
2. Act II Sc 111 LI 148 "Mayor of Queenborough"A.H.Bullen Vol.Il .
3. Act II Sc 111 LI 166
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Gallop down hill as fearless as a drunl-card.
There’s no true loadstone in the world hut that;
It draws them through all storms hy sea or shame:
Life’s loss is thought too small to pay that game."
It is Roxena that Horsus particularly refers to in this
diatribe
.
We learn at Roxena’ s first appearance, that Horsus’ opin-
ion may not be exaggerated.
Horsus falls, feigning sickness. Vortiger, Hengist and
others are present. Roxena seizes this opportunity to "prove
her virginity."^
"0, 'tis his epilepsy; I know it well:
I helped him once in Germany, comes it again?
A virgin’ s right hand stroked upon his heart
Gives him ease straight; but it must be a pure virgin
Or else it brings no comfort."
The tv/o old lovers have quite a talk before Horsus will
rise and "prove her virginity." One speech of Roxena will con-
2
vey the meaning of the argument
.
"You’ve had what is most precious; try my faith;
Undo me not at first in chaste opinion." >
Her virginity is proven to Vortiger and the king, but to
the audience her virginity, (in Horsus’ v/ords), is at least
slightly crack'd.
Roxena has some trouble handling Horsus' rebellion against
her affair v;ith Vox^tiger. She puts him at his ease, hovrever.
1. Act II Sc 111 LI 216.
2. Act II Sc 111 LI 236.
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by assuring him that she is trying to marry Vortiger not for
advancement alone hut:^
"’Tis love of shelter, to keep shame unknown."
This idea of marriage hy Roxena to Vortiger so that Horsus
and her shame may he cloaked is finally agreed to by Horsus.
Roxena is bothered by no tv/inges of conscience in this sit
nation. She glories in it *.2
"Life of Love I
If lost virginity, can win such a day
I’ll have no daughter but learn my way."
The revolting idea of rearing a daughter to sell her sex-
ual charms for social and financial advantage is not seriously
thought of by Roxena; yet it reveals that Roxena is happy that
her immoral actions are leading to social and political success
and pleasure, unbridled by any moral code, and now safely hid
from the prying eyes of the conventional world.
Castiza’s straightforwardness leads to her death. Roxena’
s
deception leads to the heights of her ambition. While Castiza,
chaste, refuses to swear she is a virgin, Roxena, a loose woman
does swear, and swears convincingly. Roxena is somewhat fear-
ful of swearing, possibly because of superstitious fear of in-
jury. Horsus convinces her that she need not fear: 3
"They swear by that we worship not."
Though afraid to swear, she is not afraid to lie:^
"Here I take oath I am as free from man
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In Horsus closing speeches he reveals to Vort5-ger that he
has cuckolded him; that the marriage v/as for the purpose:"
"to Make
My way to pleasure, fearless, free, and fluent."
Roxena is convicted as a lustful hypocritical v/oman. She !|
adds one more note to the litany of her evil characteristics.
2
At death's door, she sees the ghost of young Vortimer:
"The flame follov/s me;
'tis in the figure of young Vortimer, the prince,
Whose life I took by poison."
We could forgive Roxena for cuckoldry, for hypocrisy, for
lustfulness. In this she was only more devoted than hundreds
of her counterparts in Elizabethan plays. But to sexual excess,
add the note of child murder; then I must rank her as one of
the most debased of Middleton's comic characters.
A more buoyant, and even more devoted worker in the field
of "free love" is the Jeweler's wife of The Phoenix. She
carries on an affair v/ith the Knight, which is profitable fin-
ancially to him, and a source of pleasure for her. In fact, "My
sweet Revenue" and "My Pleasure" are expressions of endearment
between them. This woman is not only sex-mad but amusingly im-
moral and possessed of colossal effrontery.
To her gigolo' s question:
"S' foot, where shall I lie then?"
She nettled at his dullness, replies:
"V/hat an idle question's that. Why do you think I
1, "Mayor of Queenborough" Act V Sc 11 LI 95.
2. Act V Sc 11 LI 99.
A.H.Bullen Vol I "The Phoenix" Act I Sc V LI 32.
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cannot make room for you. in my father' s house as well as in my
husband’s? They're both good for nothing else."
The knight's services are appreciated by the Jeweler's
wife for when he asks for money, she is more than willing to
acquiesce
.
The knight begins his appeal with the clever insertion of
the word, "lady".^
"it stands upon the frame of ray reputation, i protest,
Jev/. wife: hady, that word is worth a hundred angels at all
times for it cost more; if I live till tomorrow night, my
sweet pleasure, thou shalt have them."
Her "Sweet Pleasure" is not too stunned at the suddenness
of the offer, to strike while the iron is hot:
"Could you not make’bm a hundred and fifty, think you?
Jew. wife: I'll do my best endeavour to multiply, I assure
you."
Yet she will not be forced any higher.
Knight: "Could you not make em tw'O hundred?
Jew wife: No, by my faith-"
The scene closes with the usual salutations: "My Sweet
Revenue", "My Effectual Pleasure". Two business people have
just contracted a little business, the settling of a bill.
Phoenix, mistaken for the knight, is led into the jeweler'
house by the maid of the house. The servant reveals the jea-
2lous side of her mistress.







1. *^The Phoenix" Act III Sc 11 LI 1,
2. Act IV Sc 11 LI 2.
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lous: you must do nothing to me; my mistress would find it i]
quickly."
j
The Jeweler’s wife is under no romantic illusions. She
realizes her knight’s attentions are bought and paid for.
|
Neither is she hypocritical about it. To Phoenix, assuming he
is her knight, she says:^
j
"V/here art thou 0 my knight?
Phoenix: Your knight? I am the duke’s knight
Jev/. wife: I say you’re my knight, for I’m sure- I paid for
you."
^ATiile she is welcoming "her knight" she tells Phoenix that
her husband is "newly bought -a-bed" . Then she bemoans his in-
ability to satisfy her sexual cravings. Then, we learn that I
2
she has stolen the money for her knight from her husband.
"There’s just a hundred and fifty; but T stole ’em so
hardly from him, ’ twould e’en have grieved you to have seen it. ’
The Jeweler’ s ?;ife finally is brought to judgment and is
severely castigated by Phoenix, However, despite the dissec-
tion of her cheap character, she still remains unashamed enough
to engage in a battle of v;its with Phoenix, In this battle.
Incidentally, she is cynical enough to believe that there are ^
"five thousand of them ('close,’ loose women) within the walls
and liberties."
Maria, in "The Family of Love, is a variant of the Middle
-
tonian loose woman. She is highly intelligent; and she is not
the sensual type of the Jeweler’ s Wife, of Roxena, or of Fran-
1. Act IV Sc 11 LI 10.
^ =
2. Act IV Sc 11 LI 33.
3. Act V Sc 1 LI 247.
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t>
cisca. ’AHiile she commits indiscretions, it is not the result
of animal lust but the inevitable result of her all-for-love
philosophy. She idealizes what we call sexual sin and justi-
fies it; and if we allow her philosophy, we must allov; her pur-
ity.
She tells her uncle. Glister, that love rules us, and
sways us as it pleases. We are but its puppets:^
"Tis blasphemy
"Gainst love’s most sacred deity, to ask
Why v;e do love, since ’tis his only pov/er
That sv/ays all our affections; all things which be
Beast, birds, men, gods, pay him their fealty."
pLove cannot be bound, Maria believes:
"My body you may circumscribe, confine
,
And keep in bounds; but my unlimited love
Extends itself beyond all circumscription,"
It is clear that Maria is an intelligent young lady when
she tells Gerardine not to climb to her balcony, when the in-
•z.
sinuation in the lines is that she hopes that he v/ill:
"l prithee, love, attempt not to ascend
My chamber window by a ladder’d rope:
Th’ entrance is too narrow, except this post
ViTiich may with ease, - yet that is dangerous:
I prithee, do it not
Ger; Hov/ she v/ooes’. by negative shows
Gudgeon: Thee what to do, under colour of dissuasion."
I
1, A.H.Bullen Vol III "Family of Love" Act I Sc 1 LI 10.
2. Act I Sc 1 LI 35.
3. Act I Sc 11 LI 136.
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If these lines could possibly convey a really base mean-
i|
:i
ing, we are dissuaded when Gerardine actually does arrange to 1 !
meet Maria in her room. Gerardine becomes violent in his love^
making. He implores Maria
ii
"Sv/eet, let me give more scope to true desire."
!j
Maria, more spiritual asks:
"What would’ st thou more than our mind’ s firm contract
Ger; Tut, V/ords are wind; though unredudt to act I




You make me blush: play fair and yet above board,"
And later disgusted with Gerardine’ s actions--
"You break all modest bounds; away, away."
Yet Maria does finally succiimb to Gerardine’ s desire. We
learn that Maria is "with child,"
p IfEre Sol have compass’d half the signs, I fear
I
Will shov/ a blushing fault; but ’ twas thine aim
T’ enforce consent on him that bars tbiy claim."
Maria, for love of Gerardine, is now in a precarious con-
dition. Gerardine has brought this situation about so that to
save Maria’ s honor his uncle would allow Gerardine to marry
her.
It was the inevitable result of her all-for-love philoso-
phy that Maria would come to grief. For the remainder of the
play Maria’ s condition is treated farcically, A stubborn girl,
yet highly intelligent; able to so expound her amoral philosopher
1. Act III Sc 1 Ll 4(5.
—
2. Act III Sc Vll Ll 14.
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that it has the ring of truth and reason; and all her argu- Ij
ments expressed in words of beauty; amoral but seemingly fundaj-
mentally pure, a loyal lover, consistent to her ideas of j
morality, Maria deserved better and more serious treatment.
A noble character at the outset, with a fundamental weakness of
ii
character in her false philosophy, Maria was a fine character
for a tragic theme. She was treated as a character of vulgar
burlesque.
In "Blijirt, Master Constable” we have in Violetta, an in-
'
telligent, loyal, and kindly person with slight wealmesses such
as capriciousness and jealousy. She is a sensible sort, who
v/ould rather have a man live for her than to die for her.
Camillo inquires:
"Take you such delight in men that die for love?”
Violetta gaily answers in a very intelligent presentation
of her position, with precise language:^
"Not in the men, nor in the death, but in the deed.
Troth, I think he is not a sound man that v/ill die for a v/omanj
and yet I would never love a man soundly that would knock at
death’s door for ray love.”
Not only is Violetta intelligent but she can use this in-
telligence to advantage. Occasionally her intelligence is of
value in comforting the unfortunates, Pontinelle, the French
captive, is rather dov/n hearted over his failure on the battle-
field:^
"Lady, I know the fortune of the field
1, A.H.Bullen Vol I''Blurt, Master Constable” Act I Sc 1 LI 112,
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Is death with honour or with shame to yield,
As I have done."
Violetta tactf’ully consoles him: '
"in that no scandal lies:
vnno dies when he may live, he doubly dies,"
Though a keen student of human nature, and one not ex-
pected to fall in love at first sight, she becomes deeply en-
amoured of Pontinelle.
Violetta realizes this immediately, and is so overcome by
her emotions that she makes a hasty exit from Pontinelle and
the others at an impromptu party. She excuses herself with:^
"If you wonder I take this strange leave
Excuse it thus, that women are strange fools.
And will take anything,"
She will use any feminine v/ile to enchant the Prench cap-
tive
"No, no, my Pi'ench prisoner; I will use thee Cupid
knows how, and teach thee to fall in the hands of a woman."
Violetta, while she is no fishw'oman, can use the
barbed tongue to advantage. To Hippolito, who has conspired
to bring an end to her love for Pontinelle in favor of Caraillo,
and, as a means toward that end, has jailed the Prenchman, she
is especially effective:
Camillo serenades her and she inquires from above:
"liVho ov/es this salutation?
Camillo: Thy Camillo,
1. Act I Sc 1 LI 220.
2. Act I Sc 1 LI 207.
3. Act III Sc 1 LI 136.
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Violetta: Is not your shadov; there,. luy sv;eet brother?
n
i
Hippolito: Here, sweet sister. i
Violetta: I dreamt so. 0, I am much bound to youl
For you, my lord, have us’d my love with honor." 'j
;i
Hippolito feels the sting of his sister's innuendo:
jj
"S’ light, she means her French garqon."
j
Violetta, threatened by her brother, flashes fire:^ i
"Hippolito: You scurv^r tit- -s’ foot, scurvy
anything’. Do you hear, Susanna? You punk.
If I geld not your musk cat’. I’ll do it, by Jesu
Let’s go, Camillo.
Violetta: Nay but, pure swaggerer, ruffian, do you think
To fright me v/ith your bugbear threats? go by!
Hark, toss pot, in your ear; the Frenchman’s mine
And by these hands. I’ll have him."
Following her brother's departure the servant of Imperia,
the courtesan, presents a note to Violetta. She feels the be-
2ginnings of jealousy:
"Her groom employed by Fontinelle, hov; strange'.
I wonder hovr he got access to him?
I’ll read, and reading my poor heart shall ache:
True love is jealous; fears the best love shake."
j
Violetta marries Fontinelle but he turns out to be a rake.
He has been engaged in amorous relations with Imperia. Violetta
is not one to give up her lover easily. She follov/s him to Im-
peria’ s house, and there implores the whore to allov; her the
1 . Act III Sc 1 LI 151
2. Act III Sc 1 LI 178
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privilege of speaking to her husband. Her words are the es-
sence of forgiveness : 1 ;
"I know he hears me: I prithee, try mine eyes, if
they know him, that have almost drowned themselves in their ovm
salt water because they cannot see him. In troth. I’ll not
chide him. If I speak words rougher than soft kisses, shall
be to see him kiss thee, yet to hold my peace."
Imperia, who is a woman loose enough to remark to Lazarino:
"About twelve o’clock you shall take my beauty pri-
soner, fie, fie, fie, how I blush."
A woman, who is frank enough to say of herself:^
"By ray virginity, I swear, and why should I not swear
by what I have not" ; a woman, who has just been interrupted in
a violent love scene with Pontinelle, has the virtue of being
able to sympathize with this faithful forgiving wife and aids
her in winning back Pontinelle.
Violetta is a truly admirable character, but Imperia, a
whore, has her fine points, too. Her weak point is strumpetry;
and that is no uncommon failing in Middleton’s comedies. Yet
kindness in a woman is rare enou^ in these plays to at least
rank Imperia as a fairly appealing character.
The characters of whom I have attempted to give a full poi
trayal, I believe, give a fair idea, on the one hand, of the
noblest women in Middleton, and on the other hand, the most ig-'
noble. Also I believe they are a fair basis for judgment of the
I
women in his plays; for there seems to be no middle point in I
2
1. Act V Sc 11 LI 120.
2. Act III Sc 111 LI 190.
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Middleton’s treatment of women. We find heartless, cruel, con-
temptible, sensual women on the one side arrayed against chaste
faith^^ll v/omen \iiio are almost naively presented.
|
Hov/ever, there are other characters who either because of
unique characteristics or because of the intensification of som<
common feminine quality in Middleton, should be considered.
The duchess in "More Dissemblers Beside Women" must be re-
membered as one who is loyal to her dead husband, who would hav<
strayed away from her vow of loyalty, but who in the end philo- i
sophizes that her vow is worth retaining.
Lady Twilight in "No Wit Like a W'oman’s", cannot be left
out of this study. A woman who believes that love is the duty
of a mother, forgives her son for his trespasses, and lies in
order to save him, is the sole example of a worthy ideal of
motherhood in these comedies.
In these comedies there are thi'ee women whose husbands try
to sell their sexual charms. Only one, Mrs. Allwit, in "A
Chaste Maid in Cheapside" really lives up to the husband’s
bargain. We have seen how Allwit gloried in the "kept" state
of himself, and of his family because of the illicit relations
between his master and his wife.
j
Mrs, Knavesby in "Anything For a Quiet Life" at first
leads us to believe she may assent to her husband’ s proposition
She informs Lord Beaufort, the third party to the proposed con-|
tract, that if he will secure a page for her, she will agree to
the bargainl (The Page is really a lady. Lady Cressingham) : ^ I
1. A.H.Bullen Vol V Act HI Sc 11 Ll 143,
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"You may command him, sir; if not affection
Yet his bodyj and I desire hut that; do^t
And I»ll command myself thy prostitute."
Lord Beaufort, angered, will not agree to this proposal,
and puts an end to all negotiations between himself and Knaves-
by. Mrs. Knavesby gloatingly remarks;^
"This trick hath kept mine honesty secure."
A less vigorous, but fully as honorable a lady, is Cas-
tiza, the Captain’s wife, in "The Phoenix". Her charms sold,
she refuses to give up her honor, and miraculously she still
retains her love for her husband even after his debased action
is known to her.
The female characters in Middleton’s plays in number are
almost top heavily on the side of the loose type of women. Not
only is there a greater number, but in respect to character
drawing, the immoral woman is more fully drawn. The virtuous wc
value in the plays seeTr\i>merely for the 'purpose of offering a
contrast to the villainous woman. The fact that Middleton
more fully treats of evil women than good women must be kept ir
mind as a sort of prefatory to the final part of our discus-
sion, "V/hat is the attitude of both Middleton and Greene toward
women?" and, "V/hy have they that attitude?"
man
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The Interpretation of the Characters and Attitudes
At this point it is clear that Middleton and Greene’s
comedies are at great variance in the dramatic treatment and
presentation of female characters. Greene’s comedies, thoiigh
they have a far greater numher of statements v^hich are deroga-
tory concerning feminine character, still are cj^u^te mild in con-
trast to the avalanche of highly cynical, amoral and immoral,
and lascivious statements and insinuations in the comedies of
the later dramatist .
,
Out of the evidence from Greene’s plays, one conclusion car
he made; - that Greene’s feminine characters are beautifully
portrayed; that not only are these women ideal but also
they have a tangible connection to life. They are all women
7/ho have the courage and the moral philosophy to refuse power
and riches in favor of honor and true love. Even in "Alphonsus
of Arragon" , Iphigina may be said to have these characteristics,
Again, with the exception of this play, the central fe-
male character is the sort of woman who would endure anything
for her lover or husband.
Angelica, Margret, and Dorothea deserve ranking with the
best women of all literature. Boas goes still further and adds
Ida of "James Fourth" to this list. Also, it is significant
that there is no truly depraved female in any of Greene’s com-
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The insinuations that womankind as a whole is not a trust-1
worthy breed, or that individual feminine characters will prove]
unv/orthy, are given the lie by the highly worthy actions of
these fine women.
While everyone must admit that Greene v;as truly the por-
trayer of ideal women, Middleton’s standing is hard to decide.
What is Middleton’s attitude tov/ard the lascivious and sen-
sual won'je.n, the cruel and domineering women, the faithless wives,
and the professional v/hores, and other lov; types he has dravm
so often? If his attitude is one of sympathy, we must con-
clude that a v/riter sympathetic tov/ards these heartless lovers
of power and pleasure, is by no means a true artist^ If he is
not in sympathy with them, we logically must inquire what rea-
son impelled him to such portrayals.
The whores do not receive the full brunt of Middleton’
s
satire. Imperia, in"Blurt, Master Constable", a business woman
who enjoys her work, who is continually in control of any situa
tion which confronts her, though portrayed as a vulgar, brazen-
ly immoral v/oraan, in the end of the play is kind enough to re-
turn her lover to his good wife, Violetta. Not only has she
the commendable qualities of kindness, but she can also appre-
ciate true love and loyalty in others such as Violetta.
The courtesan in "Mad World, My Masters" and her fellov;
creature in Trick To Catch The Old One" are almost admired
for their poise and cleverness rather than censured for their
immorality.
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The most inexplainahle and indefensible treatment of women
in Middleton’s comedies is his handling of young women, un-
married and pregnant. The humor of the Francisca story in "The
Witch" is evidently only for the depraved minds in the audience,
Her devil-may-care attitude and the slight penalty she paid,
is strong evidence that she was not subject to strong censure
•from Middleton. Neither did he make her story a tender one, but
made her the subject of burlesque and ribald treatment. Surely,
therefore, Middleton had no sympathy for her.
I have already attacked the unfortunate handling of Maria
in "The Family of Love." Courageous, highly Intelligent, and
neither sensuous nor immoral, she is the subject of exceedinglyj
rough humor. However, if Maria is unfairly treated, Middleton
all but redeems himself by the deserving punishment of insan-
ity and death by torment which Roxena, in "Mayor of Queenboroug l
the child murderer, and creature of lust and effrontery, pays
for her misdeeds.
The Maria incident and the story of Francisca reveal one
thing clearly, that Middleton does not sympathize with the in-
discreet, sensual, and immoral unmarried girl of the better
classes. Also, we conclude, he is in no way an admirer of the
brazen type of harlot who has no redeeming qualities.
The brunt of Middleton’s censure does fall on the citi-
zens’ wives.
The Jeweler’s Wife of "The Phoenix", "Mrs. Purge" of "The
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Side", all of them cuckolders of their husbands; are frankly
satirized. The Jeweler’s Wife is severely castigated by Phoe-
nix. Mrs. Purge, though she might be saj.d to be the vxCuOr in
her final joust v/ith her husband, because of the fact that
Middleton portrays her so that we have a feeling of utter re-
pulsion, is catalogued as a sufficiently satirized character.
MiTs. Allw'it, the partner with her husband in his ov/n cuckoldry,
has, as her only note of interest to the reader, a dej.inite
atmosphere of repulsive amorality.
Middleton consistently censures unfaithful wives, and
though rather light on the whores, treats them in a burlesque
manner, while the women of the Prancisca type are merely tools
for ribald treatment. The conclusion must be made that this
play-vright by no means sympathizes with his immoral and amoral
women. Furthermore, a study of his nobler women reveals his
true inclinations and philosophy of woman, truly admires
Violetta and Castiza tv;o truly noble characters.
Castiza in "The Mayor of Queenborough" , a virgin, and
every bit a v/oman, timid yet courageous, pious yet human, is
truly admired by Middleton. Slowly and with good dramatic
technique, Middleton leads up to the crisis, the test of Cas-
tiza’ s character. The plain-right causes us to feel the
shame
and horror of this sensitive woman in her revelation of her
rape. Roxena’ s hypocritical avowal of her own purity together
with Castiza’ s shame serves as a powerful contrast between chas
tity and truth on one side, and brazen impurity and hypocrisy
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on the other. Though Castiza suffers hanislment, and after tha|
is all hut forgotten, we can conclude that Roxena’ s deserving
punishment in the end denotes Middleton’s choice hetv/een Rox-
ena’ s sort of woman and Castiza’ s,
’Aliile Castiza is as fine and pure as any v/oman could he,
Violetta, nohle enough to rank close to her, is so much fuller
rounded in character that I must rank her as the hest, though
not the noblest, of all Middleton’s women. Violetta is gay,
intelligent, clever in repartee, a philosopher, especially on
women; furthermore she lacks the accustomed extreme naivete of
Middleton’ s other good women.
Tmperia and the rakes who consort in her house, in their
admiration for Violetta when she offers to even suffer terrible
humility to see her husband, reveal Middleton’ s true attitude
toward Violetta.
It is in the Duchess of "The V/itch" that Middleton clearly
shows his attitude toward v/oman. He portrays her as a revenge-
ful cold-blooded woman, steel-willed enough to dally in sexual
intercourse oven in the premeditating of mur(?er. She is not
only made repulsive spiritually, but, in a physical way, we
learn from the man chosen to be her tool in murder, Almachides,
that death was the same as enjoyment of her.^ The Lord Governor
interprets Middleton for us when he exposes her to the world as
a female monster,2 and though the convention of the tragi-comedy
allows her to be forgiven, her consistent actions as a female
devil cause us to refuse to accept her in the guise of a refornijbd
A.H.Bullen Vol V "The Witch" Actm Sc 11 LI 38
"The ’Vitch" Act V Sc 111 Ll 81.

character.
The puritanical Isabella, in "The ’.Vitch", a model for de-
cent wives; and Castiza, in "The Phoenix" other noble females,
also receive ?-!iddleton’ s approbation.
Middleton, my analysis shows, neither viciously censured
nor too favorably treated the 'Nhores; but viciously cens^ured
the citizens’ wives, and vented his full wrath on the more powei^
ful, more designing cruel, ruthless and immoral woman in Roxena
and The Duchess. On the other side of the balance, v/e must
admit his beautifully portrayed women, his ideal women, are
truly representative of his concept of ideal womanhood.
So the charge that Middleton, as a playwright projecting
his own sympathies into the comedies, v/as really an admirer or
condoned the actions of these immoral characters, must be aban-
doned. The profuseness of strumpets, bawds, light o’ love wives,
and the scarcity of noble women, brings forth the query: ’'liy
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The Effect of the Audience on Middleton and Greene’s
Attitude toward Vi/omen in Their tlays
,
and
Standing of the Tvio~ as Artists
Helene Bullock in her article "Thomas Middleton and Play-
making" in the "Publications of Modern Language Association of
America" while she admits in these plays, an external reality
of London life, claims that they cannot be "justified as art;
their realism is too limited, too scientific."^
She asserts that Violetta and Castiza are, "with insigni-
ficant exceptions," almost the only women neither sexually im-
moral or engaged in schemes to cheat." She furthermore asserts:''
"We must conclude that these plays are untrue to life;
not because they confine their subject matter to the scums and
gutters of society; but because they do not tell all the truth
even about the gutters,"
Furthermore ,3 she says that Middleton’s characters are
"nearly all evil, and lack even the virtues of these vices."
And finally she reveals the kernel of the whole situation in
thatS "Middleton studied the fashion in playmaking; he watched
the audience and gave it what it wanted."
As I have pointed out, Violetta and Castiza are accepted
by Helene Bullock as worthy characters and like Mrs. Bullock
I maintain that the Jeweler’s wife, Mrs, Purge, Francisca,
Roxena, and several others were "nearly all evil". Bullock
points out that, unlike Shakespeare, who was "capable of fall in ;
1. "Publications of Modern Language Association of America."
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in love with his own characters, Middleton was not in sympathy
with his depraved feminine characters."
How could Middleton sympathize with his citizens’ wives,
with Roxena, or lustful Francisca? Yet such characters as Maria ,
and Fpancisca, Mrs. Allwit, have little justification, as this
authority indicated, hut for the purpose of giving the audience
what it wanted.
Mrs. Bullock maintains that the audience which Middleton
catered to was the representative one which, ^ "for better or
worse, then as now, in England and in America, has demanded, and
does demand realistic plays of strong as well as dainty flavor.'
C. M. Gayley, in referring to Middleton’s characters, calls
this same audience^ "a theatre haunting mob, that recognized its
image in the gallant, morbid with megalomania of sex, the
drunkard, gambler, cozener, shopkeeping libertine, and light
o’ love wife, strumpet, roarer, cuckold, wittol, and gull."
Also Mr. Gayley asserts^ that the "contem-porary popularity" of
these plays "was due to their ingenuity, to their impressionis-
tic, and sometimes ironic, reproduction of a degraded stripe of
morals and manners familiar to the audience and acceptable be-
cause of gay irresponsibility, to their smooth and natural dia-
logue, their grossly comic situations, their ribald j^sts, and
their pervasive wit, sometimes subtle, more often cheap." The
audience which desired this type of play was not, Gayley says,
"the genuine spirit of contemporary England" . Moreover, Gayley
is in perfect accord with the "decent Jacobeans" in denouncing
1. Pg.776
2. C.M. Gayley, Later Contemporaries of Shakespeare Vol.III
Pg. XXIV.
3. ibid.
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the theater, and reveals that decent women never frequented it.
Vie have in this discussion a woman who defends the audienc'^s
whom Widdleton wrote for as no worse or better than audiences
of all ages who desire reality in their plays; and on the other
hand a man who is emphatic in his statement that this audience
was not fit for decent women.
I will allow this dispute to be left with these well qual-
ified authorities. For my purpose, it is sufficient that both
admit that this audience craved this lov/ form of realisin and
Middleton gave it what it wanted.
Middleton^ s audience desired his type of comedy, his type
of women. But tv/o or three decades before Mid.dleton was suc-
cessful as a dramatist, Greene w'as also successfully portraying
his more exalted women.
Tf Middleton could analyze an audience, and supply its
need, so too could his predecessor.
Thos. H. Dickinson editor of"The Mermaid Edition", of
Greene describes him:^
"Aside from Greene’s remarkable versatility and rapid-
ity of workmanship, his most striking characteristic as an
author is his ability to adapt himself to the changing literary
demands of the hour.
Later this saLie editor says:
system of n 4.
"In such a.coramunity of ideas Greene was entirely at
home. Of this we have abundant evidence in his often displayed
ability to feel the popular pulse, and to make himself irhe. part
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of every growing movement
.
In Greene’s time there were three very popular plays,
according to Dickinson, "Dr. Paustus" (Marlov/e) "Tamburlaine
"
(Marlowe), and "The Spanish Tragedy" (Kyd).
In "Alphonsus of Arragon" we first see Greene in the role
of "dramatic opportunist." Adolphus Y>'illiam Ward asserts:^
"In ’Alphonsus, King of Arragon’ he unmistakably set
himself the task of rivalling, in all probability on the stage
of the same theatrical company, ’The Tamburlaine’ of Marlowe."
Also, in reference to "Pr1.ar Bacon", Professor Ward di-
2
rectly points the finger of accusation at Greene:
"The internal evidence is strong, thcagh not irresist-
ible, that the composition of this play v/as due to the success
achieved by Marlowe’s ’Dr. Paustus.’"
3
Once more Professor Ward voices this same conclusion:
"Supposing ’Friar Bacon’ to have been produced in close
sequence upon ’Dr. Paustus’ we may rather look on it in the
light of an attempt, made in conformity v.d.th the facile and
flexible talent of its author, without loss of t line to follow
up a vein that h^ pi‘Oved its popular effectiveness .
"
I have shown hov: both Dickinson and Ward believe that
Greene capitalized on the popularity of Marlowe’s plays, "Al-
phonsus of Arragon" and "Priar Bacon" are influenced by the
works of Marlowe’s, "Tamburlaine" and "Dr. Paustus". Dickinson
also points out that "Orlando Puriostf" is a penversion of the
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Not only did Greene recognize the value of follov/ing along
V7ith parodies etc., of famous plays, hut also he was cognizant
of movements in the drama that were popular in his day. The
chronicle play because of the growing national consciousness of
Englaiid’ s greatness was becoming very popular. Greene was one
of the first to recognize this fact. "Friar Bacon" v;as pre-
sented, it is believed, by Dickinson, in 1588. Yet in it there
is an element, according to Dickinson, which reveals "Greens
’
quickness of apprehension of a significant new strain in the
drama. It is the introduction of Prince Edward, the King of
England, and the Emperor of Germany into the fabric of the
plot." This is an indication of the chronicle play just begin-
ning to come into full popularity. The chronicle play was la-
ter extensively used by the better play^.vright s , including
Shakespeare
.
I have borne out Greene's popularity as a playwright, and
his ability to sense the popular mind, for the purpose of this
argument: that his audience must have desired these noble fe-
male characters, or Greene would not have portrayed them, nor
would he have succeeded by such portrayals, Greene, with his
hand ever on his audience’s pulse, knew that it desired nobil-
ity in women, and he satisfied that desire*
I have represented the ideas of the characters irrespec-
tive of the author or the audiences’s own opinions. I have al-
so presented the concrete and more significant ideas on woman-
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hood, the female characters themselves# My analysis indicates
that Greene held truly exalted ideals of womanhood; and. on the
other side of this study, I find Middleton also had a really i-
deal opinion of womanhood, I have also been led to the conclu-
sion that Greene’s success as a glorifier of woman was due in
no small part to the taste of his audience. Also, I am forced
to admit that Middleton’s exhibition of numerous loose women has
dulled his light in a literary and artistic sense, Middleton’s
portrayal of an occasional strikingly fine woman and his lack
of sympathy to his depraved characters, indicates that he had
possibilities that never came to realization,
I
On the other hand, Greene’s success was not merely because I
of gratification of the popular taste. His contemporaries
Lodge, Nash, Peele, etc,, also were popu^sn*, and catered to the I
audience’s tastes, yet they fall short of Greene’s high stand-
|
ing as a literary sculptor of women. Genius and a high liter- j
ary philosophy must have been the cause of this debauchee and >
rake’s artistic success,
Greene needs no defense, Middleton does, Castiza and
j
Violetta are his only defense. Yet the nobleness, the courage,
and the intelligence of these characters does approach those
|
wonderful women of Greene, These two heroines make one wonder
what Middleton’s place in literature would have been if his dayji
had
I
of dramatic wrlting^been spent under the more Idealistic stan- I
dards of Greene’s romantic age. Could Greene have lived as a
dramatist, or could he have attained any contemporary attentionj,
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if he had v/ritten in the rougher day of Middleton?
Literature is an art. A great playv/right must be an artist
The true artist, despite any newer school’s of thought, should
have as his goal the expression of the "Beautiful, "the True"
,
the "Good." Robert Greene certainly expressed the Beautiful,"
and the "Good" v/hen he portrayed his ideal women. Also in
developing his ideal of womanhood, if we allow him the privi-
lege of a Romanticist to stretch probability a little, and to
shim matter of fact and unimportant truths in order to bring
out greater and more fundamental truths, then we must admit
him as an exponent of the "True."
Thomas Middleton, even in the eyes of his defender,
Mrs. Bullock, is not true to life. For in her opinion he does
not tell all the truth even about the gutters." His avalanche
of depraved femininity, moreover, convict him as a failure in
expressing Beauty and Goodness. These characters bar Middleton
from high ranking as an artist, while his beautiful portrayal
of Castiza and Violetta ranks him as within reach of greatness
,
though he never attained it.
and
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